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A system and method for automatically generating person
alized user profiles and for utilizing the generated profiles to
perform adaptive Internet or computer data searches is
provided. In accordance with the present invention, particu
lar linguistic patterns and their frequency of recurrence are
extracted from personal texts provided by the users of the
system of the present invention and stored in a user profile
data file such that the user profile data file is representative
of the user's overall linguistic patterns and the frequencies
of recurrence thereof. All documents in a remote computer
system, such as the Internet, are likewise analyzed and their
linguistic patterns and pattern frequencies are also extracted
and stored in corresponding document profiles. When a
search for particular data is initiated by the user, linguistic
patterns are also extracted from a search string provided by
the user into a search profile. The user profile is then cross
matched with the search profile and the document profiles to
determine whether any linguistic patterns match in all three
profiles and to determine the magnitude of the match based
on summation of respective frequencies of recurrence of the
matching patterns. The documents with document profiles
having the highest matching magnitudes are presented to the
user as not only matching the subject of the search string, but
also as corresponding to the user's cultural, educational, and
social backgrounds as well as the user's psychological
profile.
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(g) calculating, by one of the local computer system and
the remote computer system, a final match factor for
each of said plural data item profiles, by adding said
first similarity factor to at least one of said plural
second similarity factors in accordance with at least one
intersection between said first correlation and said
second correlation;

(h) selecting, by one of the local computer system and the
remote computer system, one of said plural data items
corresponding to a plural data item profile having a
highest final match factor; and

(i) retrieving, by one of the local computer system and the
remote computer system from the remote data storage
system, said selected data item for display to the user,
such that the user is presented with a data item having
linguistic characteristics that substantially correspond
to linguistic characteristics of the linguistic data gen-
erated by the user, whereby the linguistic characteris
tics of the data item correspond to the user's social,
cultural, educational, economic background as well as
to the user's psychological profile.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
G) prior to said step (a), automatically adding, by one of

the local computer system and the remote computer
system, textual data generated by the user during uti
lization of the local computer system to said user
linguistic data.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein said user linguistic data
comprises at least one of: personal textual data generated by
the user and favorite textual data generated by a source other

30 than the user and that the user has adopted as being favorite.
4. The method of claim 1, wherein said user linguistic data

comprises at least one text item, each said at least one text
item comprising at least one sentence.

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step of:
(k) prior to said step (a), selecting, by the user at least one

of said personal textual data and said favorite textual
data, from textual data stored in one of the local data
storage system and the remote data storage system.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
(1) prior to said step (a), determining, by one of the local

computer system and the remote computer system,
whether an existing user data profile is stored in one of
the local data storage system and the remote data
storage system, and:
1) when an existing user data profile is stored in one of

the local data storage system and the remote data
storage system, retrieving said existing user data
profile and proceeding to said step (b); and

2) when an existing user data profile is not stored in one
of the local data storage system and the remote data
storage system, proceeding to said step (a).

7. The method of claim 4, wherein said step (a) comprises
the steps of:

(m) generating, by one of the local computer system and
the remote computer system, a user data profile;

(n) retrieving, by one of the local computer system and the
remote computer system, a text item from said user
linguistic data;

(0) separating, by one of the local computer system and
the remote computer system, said text item into at least
one sentence;

(p) extracting, from each of said at least one sentence, by
one of the local computer system and the remote
computer system, at least one segment representative of
a linguistic pattern of each sentence of said at least one
sentence;

Profiles with the highest FINAL_VALUEs and presents a
list of the M Data_Item_Addresses to the user in order of
descending magnitude of their corresponding FINAL_
VALUEs. The number M of the Data_Item_Addresses
presented may be selected as a matter of design choice. For 5

example, M may be set to 10 or 20. At an optional step 440,
the Res control unit 34 automatically retrieves and opens,
for the user, the Data_Item corresponding to the Data_
Item_Profile with the highest FINAL_VALUE.

Thus, while there have shown and described and pointed 10

out fundamental novel features of the invention as applied to
preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood that
various omissions and substitutions and changes in the form
and details of the devices and methods illustrated, and in
their operation, may be made by those skilled in the art 15

without departing from the spirit of the invention. For
example, it is expressly intended that all combinations of
those elements and/or method steps which perform substan
tially the same function in substantially the same way to
achieve the same results are within the scope of the inven- 20

tion. It is the intention, therefore, to be limited only as
indicated by the scope of the claims appended hereto.

I claim:
1. A data processing method for enabling a user utilizing

a local computer system having a local data storage system 25

to locate desired data from a plurality of data items stored in
a remote data storage system in a remote computer system,
the remote computer system being linked to the local
computer system by a telecommunication link, the method
comprising the steps of:

(a) extracting, by one of the local computer system and
the remote computer system, a user profile from user
linguistic data previously provided by the user, said
user data profile being representative of a first linguistic
pattern of the said user linguistic data;

(b) constructing, by the remote computer system, a plu
rality of data item profiles, each plural data item profile
corresponding to a different one of each plural data item
stored in the remote data storage system, each of said
plural data item profiles being representative of a 40

second linguistic pattern of a corresponding plural data
item, each said plural second linguistic pattern being
substantially unique to each corresponding plural data
item;

45
(c) providing, by the user to the local computer system,

search request data representative of the user's
expressed desire to locate data substantially pertaining
to said search request data;

(d) extracting, by one of the local computer system and 50

the remote computer system, a search request profile
from said search request data, said search request
profile being representative of a third linguistic pattern
of said search request data;

(e) determining, by one of the local computer system and 55

the remote computer system, a first similarity factor
representative of a first correlation between said search
request profile and said user profile by comparing said
search request profile to said user profile;

(f) determining, by one of the local computer system and 60

the remote computer system, a plurality of second
similarity factors, each said plural second similarity
factor being representative of a second correlation
between said search request profile and a different one
of said plural data item profiles, by comparing said 65

search request profile to each of said plural data item
profiles;
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34. The method of claim 33, further comprising the step

of:
(iii) after said step (ggg), determining whether each word

may serve as an additional part of speech, and when a
word may serve as an additional part of speech, adding 5

an additional tag to said word to identify said word as
said additional part of speech.

35. The method of claim 33, wherein said predetermined
plurality of different parts of speech comprises at least one
of: noun, pronoun, verb, adverb, adjective, gerund, 10

proposition, conjunction and interjection.
36. The method of claim 33, wherein said predetermined

plurality of different parts of speech comprises a noun, a
verb and an adjective, wherein said predetermined number
is three, and wherein said predetermined order is noun, verb, 15

adjective.
37. The method of claim 33, wherein said step (hhh)

further comprises the step of:
Gjj) when one of said predetermined plural different parts

of speech is missing from said sentence, inserting a 20

blank mark into said segment instead of said missing
predetermined part of speech.

38. The method of claim 33, further comprising the steps
of:

(kkk) determining, by one of the local computer system 25

and the remote computer system, at least one synonym
for each word in each segment;

(lll) composing, by one of the local computer system and
the remote computer system, a plurality of alternate 30

search segments for each segment utilizing said
synonyms, wherein said alternate search segments are
composed in accordance with said predetermined order
of said predetermined plural different parts of speech;
and

35
(mmm) recording, by one of the local computer system

and the remote computer system, said plural alternate
search segments in said search profile.

39. The method of claim 30, wherein said step (e)
comprises the steps of:

(nnn) retrieving, by one of the local computer system and
the remote computer system, said user data profile from
one of the local data storage system and the remote data
storage system; and

(000) comparing, by one of the local computer system and 45

the remote computer system, said at least one user
segment group to said at least one search segment, and
recording said user segment counts of each user seg
ment group of said at least one user segment group that
matches a corresponding search segment of said at least 50

one search segment, said user segment counts being
representative of said first similarity factor.

40. The method of claim 39, wherein said step (t) com
prises the steps of:

(Ppp) for each plural data item, retrieving, by one of the 55

local computer system and the remote computer
system, a corresponding data item profile from the
remote data storage system; and

(qqq) for each plural data item profile, comparing, by one
of the local computer system and the remote computer 60

system, said at least one data segment group to said at
least one search segment, and recording said data
segment counts of each data segment group of said at
least one data segment group that matches a corre
sponding search segment of said at least one search 65

segment, said data segment counts being representative
of said plural second similarity factor.

32
41. The method of claim 40, wherein said step (g)

comprises the steps of:
(rrr) for each said plural data item profile, determining a

least one match value, by one of the local computer
system and the remote computer system, by first iden
tifying a data segment group in the plural data item
profile that matches both a corresponding search seg
ment and a corresponding user segment group and then
adding said user segment count of said corresponding
user segment group to said data segment count of said
identified data segment group, wherein when no
matches are identified, said at least one match value is
set to null; and

(sss) for each said plural data item profile, determining a
final match factor, by one of the local computer system
and the remote computer system, by adding together all
said at least one match values determined for said
plural data item profile at said step (rrr).

42. The method of claim 40, wherein said step (ppp)
comprises the steps of:

(ttt) applying, by the remote computer system, said search
request data to a conventional data search engine,
implemented in the remote computer system, to return
a list of at least one data item address of at least one
preliminary matching data item that potentially corre
sponds to said search request data; and

(uuu) retrieving from the remote storage system, by one
of the local computer system and the remote computer
system, at least one data item profile corresponding to
said at least one preliminary matching data item in said
list.

43. The method of claim 1, wherein said step (h) com
prises the steps of:

(vvv) selecting, by one of the local computer system and
the remote computer system, a portion of said plural
data items corresponding to a predetermined number of
plural data item profiles having highest final match
factors; and

wherein said step (i) comprises the step of:
(www) retrieving, by one of the local computer system

and the remote computer system from the remote
data storage system, said selected data items for
display to the user, such that the user is presented
with a group of data items having linguistic charac
teristics that substantially correspond to linguistic
characteristics of the linguistic data generated by the
user, whereby the linguistic characteristics of the
data items correspond to the user's social, cultural,
educational, economic background as well as to the
user's psychological profile.

44. A data processing method for enabling a user, utilizing
a computer system having a data storage system, to locate
desired data from a plurality of data items stored in the data
storage system, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) extracting, by the local computer system, a user profile
from user linguistic data previously provided by the
user, said user data profile being representative of a first
linguistic pattern of the said user linguistic data;

(b) constructing, by the computer system, a plurality of
data item profiles, each plural data item profile corre
sponding to a different one of each plural data item
stored in the data storage system, each of said plural
data item profiles being representative of a second
linguistic pattern of a corresponding plural data item,
each said plural second linguistic pattern being sub
stantially unique to each corresponding plural data
item;
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5

intersection between said first correlation and said
second correlation;

first selection means, connected to said fourth control
means, for selecting one of said plural data items
corresponding to a plural data item profile having a
highest final match factor; and

first retrieving means, connected to said first selection
means, for retrieving, from the data storage system,
said selected data item for display to the user, such that
the user is presented with a data item having linguistic
characteristics that substantially correspond to linguis
tic characteristics of the linguistic data generated by the
user, whereby the linguistic characteristics of the data
item correspond to the user's social, cultural,
educational, economic background as well as to the
user's psychological profile.

61. The method of claim 1, wherein the remote computer
system comprises a plurality of computer systems connected

20 to the Internet and the World Wide Web.
62. The system of claim 59, wherein the remote computer

system comprises a plurality of computer systems connected
to the Internet and the World Wide Web.

second extracting means, connected to said first input
means, for extracting a search request profile from said
acquired search request data, said search request profile
being representative of a third linguistic pattern of said
search request data;

second control means, connected to said first extracting
means and said second extracting means, for determin
ing a first similarity factor representative of a first
correlation between said search request profile and said
user profile by comparing said search request profile to 10

said user profile;

third control means, connected to said first control means
and said second extracting means, for determining a
plurality of second similarity factors, each said plural

15second similarity factor being representative of a sec-
ond correlation between said search request profile and
a different one of said plural data item profiles, by
comparing said search request profile to each of said
plural data item profiles;

fourth control means, connected to said second an said
third control means, for calculating a final match factor
for each of said plural data item profiles, by adding said
first similarity factor to at least one of said plural
second similarity factors in accordance with at least one
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